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FROM COMPLEX NETWOKS TO URBAN MOBILITY
MODELING: THE RETICULAR MODEL FOR URBAN

SIMULATION (REMUS)

Dong-Binh Tran, Rassil Frigui, Diego Moreno, Arnaud Piombini and Dominique Badariotti ∗†‡

The REMUS model is based on the concept of graph
theory which allows modeling the network accessibility
of time/distance-dependent multimodal transport and
urban pattern. The urban graph is represented by
buildings and transportation network.

Figure 1: Comparison of network and Euclidian neigh-
bourhoods of a given building at the distance of 100, 150
and 200 m (computed with REMUS)

The REMUS model allows the extraction of neighbor-
hood proximity of complex networks which represent the
accessibility in terms of network-time-distances between
buildings, according to a given modal choice and a
given time/distance. It visualizes the neighborhood of
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each spatial unit (building) (Figure 1), and calculates
topological graph-based indicators characterizing the
real distribution of spatial units, depending on the local
urban pattern.

Figure 2: Average degree comparison of neighbourhood
graphs: (a) random distribution and euclidian-defined,
(b) real distribution and euclidian-defined, (c) real distri-
bution and network-defined

The REMUS indicators are comparative and could be
used to compare the topological properties of different
urban patterns (quarters or whole cities) (Figure 2).
They have been applied to cities and urban quarters,
demonstrating that the real distribution of buildings and
the introduction of network accessibility in urban metrics
induce an important anisotropy in urban space at local
scales, which is obviously impacting mobility and modal
choice. In a second step, these topological indicators,
summarizing the morphological properties of local urban
patterns, are compared to mobility indicators extracted
from surveys. The main objective is to respond how
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and why urban mobility is influenced by the local urban
pattern.
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